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Abstract

The effect of flow maldistribution on the performance of microchannel par-

allel plate heat exchangers is investigated using an established single blow

numerical model and cyclic steady-state regenerator experiments. It is found

that as the variation of the individual channel thickness in a particular stack

(heat exchanger) increases the actual performance of the heat exchanger de-

creases significantly, deviating from the expected nominal performance. We

show that this is due to both the varying fluid flow velocities in each indi-

vidual channel and the thermal cross talk between the channels transverse

to the direction of the flow.

Keywords: microchannels, flow maldistribution, thermal crosstalk, parallel

plates
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1. Introduction

Microchannel heat exchangers show promise of theoretically large heat

transfer coefficients and provide the ability to design compact devices. These

are two very central parameters in the areas of, e.g., cryocoolers, dehumidi-

fiers, Stirling engines, solar power, electronics cooling and magnetic refriger-

ation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Parallel plate heat exchangers are considered, from a theoretical stand-

point, to have a good ratio between heat transfer properties and pressure

drop. In order to reach sufficient values of the number of transfer units

(𝑁𝑇𝑈) and heat transfer coefficient, ℎ, the flow channels defined by the

parallel plates, or similar geometries, must be made into the sub-millimeter

regime. This is due to the fact that, assuming a constant Nusselt number,

the only parameter that can increase ℎ is a decrease in the hydraulic diam-

eter, 𝑑ℎ. The required flow rate, specified through operating frequency and

thermal utilization of the heat exchanger, defines a minimum value of ℎ and

thus 𝑑ℎ for a given value of the 𝑁𝑇𝑈 . In many applications it is therefore

important to have quite small channels (hydraulic diameters down to or even

below 100 𝜇m are not unrealistic for many applications) [8].

The range of hydraulic diameters from 1 𝜇m to 1 mm is commonly defined

as microchannels [9]. Significant discrepancies are, however, often observed

between experiments and theory in this range. This has led to a quite sig-

nificant amount of research into various aspects of the governing physics at

the relevant scales.
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1.1. Relevant physical effects at the microscale level

Several explanations for the relatively large deviations of the predicted

heat transfer performance and that experimentally observed on the microscale

have been suggested. These include physical effects not previously considered

such as, e.g., whether the continuum assumption breaks down, the influence

of surface roughness in the channels etc. In Ref. [9] these issues are reviewed

and it is concluded that for incompressible laminar flows with aqueous fluids

no new physical phenomena happen in microchannels. This is supported by

careful experiments performed on single-channel tubes and square channel

heat exchangers in the microchannel range [9, 10, 11].

A range of assumptions are usually made in order to model the coupled

fluid-flow and heat transfer problem in heat exchangers in general. These

issues are discussed in great detail in [9] and references therein. Here, they

are summarized:

∙ Entrance effects

∙ Temperature dependent properties

∙ Viscous dissipation

∙ Surface roughness

∙ Conjugate heat transfer

∙ Uneven flow distribution in flow manifolds

The entrance effects cover both hydrodynamic and thermal issues. It is

important to investigate whether the flow may be considered fully developed
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and, in the case of a 1D model, also whether the thermal entrance length is

relatively short.

Temperature dependent properties may influence the performance in sev-

eral ways. If the viscosity of the heat transfer fluid varies significantly then

the pressure drop in an actual experiment may be somewhat different than

predicted. Similarly, if the specific heat and the mass density are sensitive to

temperature then that may cause substantial deviations between the results

observed experimentally and those predicted by a numerical model neglecting

these effects.

The viscous dissipation is the irreversible conversion of mechanical energy

to heat in the fluid due to the pressure drop. If this effect is considerable and

not taken into account in a numerical model, then the heat transfer will be

incorrectly predicted. A general criterium for estimating the importance of

viscous dissipation is to calculate the pressure drop and use that to find the

associated energy release. Comparing this number to the total amount of

transferred heat in the system is a good estimate of the possible importance

of the viscous heating.

The surface roughness is indeed difficult to model precisely. Several in-

vestigations have shown, however, that the impact of surface roughness on

the heat transfer effectiveness may be either positive or negative depending

on the characteristics of the roughness [12, 13, 14]. It is generally concluded

that surface roughness increases the pressure drop [9].

The issue of conjugate heat transfer is the effect of thermal conduction

in the flow direction in the heat exchanger solid. For small Reynolds num-

bers this effect may be quite significant and using simple Nusselt-Reynolds
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correlations may not sufficiently describe the actual heat transfer [9, 11, 15].

Finally, in a microchannel heat exchanger with multiple channels, flow

maldistribution in the channels can be significant. If the channels are nomi-

nally small their spacing may be manufactured with a relatively large uncer-

tainty. The resulting performance of the heat exchanger is difficult or even

impossible to predict without the help of a numerical model resolving the

heat transfer problem in at least two dimensions.

While much research on heat transfer and fluid flow modeling in mi-

crochannels generally studies a single channel [16, 17], entire microchannel

heat exchangers with practical manufacturing tolerances have received less

attention. How fluid maldistribution in microchannel manifolds affects heat

transfer performance was studied using a 3D model [18]. A 1D heat ex-

changer model was used to predict how flow maldistribution affects vapor

compression system performance [19, 20]. This method predicts that two

individual plate stacks with different spacing will have poorer heat transfer

performance than an equivalent stack with average plate spacing of the two.

The performance of heterogeneous beds was estimated in various limiting

cases for bundled parallel capillaries in Ref. [21]. Here, it was concluded

that the effect of size variations of the capillary diameter generally reduces

the performance. Flow and temperature distribution in parallel channels

were studied numerically when obstructions such as bubbles or debris were

placed in one of the channels [22]. The outlet temperature profile was shown

to be affected by obstruction in one of the channels, but the change in heat

transfer performance was not quantified.

However, the parallel heat exchanger approach cannot capture the effect
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of thermal interactions (cross talk) between adjacent fluid channels with dif-

ferent channel heights. The effect of this so-called cross talk on microchannel

stack performance is not well understood.

In this paper we investigate the influence of flow maldistribution and the

associated conjugate heat transfer using the 2-dimensional heat transfer and

fluid flow model presented in Ref. [23, 24] on four custom made parallel-

plate heat exchanger stacks built from commercial aluminum sheets. The

four stacks all have the same plate thickness of 0.4 mm and number of plates

but different nominal plate spacings ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 mm. The per-

formance as passive thermal regenerators is investigated experimentally in

a setup that allows a periodic flow in the system, and the performance is

evaluated at cyclic steady state.

The numerical model simulates a single-blow process in a given inho-

mogeneous stack of parallel plates. The single-blow technique is commonly

used experimentally to determine heat transfer coefficients in difficult heat

exchanger geometries such as packed beds. In this work the technique is per-

formed numerically to assess the bulk heat transfer in a flat plate regenerator

with inhomogeneous plate spacing. The reduction in heat transfer coefficient

due to the inhomogeneity of the stack is determined through comparison

with the ideal single channel case (which is completely equivalent to a ho-

mogeneous stack of any number of plates). This reduction factor is found at

varying flow rates in order to probe the influence of flow maldistribution as

a function of Reynolds number.

The four regenerators are tested under various operating conditions in the

test device described below. The regenerators are subjected to a periodic fluid
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Figure 1: Coordinate system describing the stacking of the flat plates.

flow and a cyclic steady-state temperature span is thus achieved. A larger

temperature span implies a larger heat transfer coefficient when comparing

different stacks under otherwise the same conditions. In this way the model

and experimental results may be compared in terms of the trends predicted

by the two approaches, respectively.

2. Experimental

2.1. Construction of aluminum regenerators

The flat plate stacks were fabricated from 0.4 mm thick commercial grade

Al plates that were laser cut to the dimensions 40×25 mm2. Thin wires were

used as spacers to regulate the plate spacing. Each stack was made with

two wires sandwiched between each plate in a simple rig to facilitate easy

plate stacking. After all the plates were stacked, the stack was compressed

slightly to reduce the effects of slight bending of the wires and the plates were

bonded with epoxy on both sides along the entire length of the plates in the

flow direction (40 mm). The stacks were placed in nylon housings and sealed
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around the periphery of the stack with silicone to prevent heat transfer fluid

from bypassing the stack. The fabrication and test procedure for the stacks

is discussed in more detail in Ref. [25, 26].

A Vantage Laser Scanner was used to scan the cross sections at both ends

(fluid inlet and outlet) of each stack. The resolution along the direction of

the stacking of the aluminum plates was set to 5 𝜇m and along the transverse

direction it was set to 20 𝜇m (the 𝑦𝑧-plane in Fig. 1). The laser scanner is

designed to measure surface topology. However, in this case the data from

the scanner was truncated to two values; one representing solid aluminum,

the other representing void space, i.e. flow channels. In this way the channel

and plate thicknesses were found through analyzing the 2-dimensional maps

of the cross section at either ends of the stacks. The processed maps of

each stack configuration are shown in Fig. A.12 in Appendix A. Arbitrarily

the two cross sections for each stack are denoted “face 1” and “face 2”,

respectively.

The distance between each plate in each stack configuration is found for

each measured point along the 𝑧-direction (see Fig. 1). From these, the

mean and standard deviation values for each channel are found. In Tab.

I the values are provided for each stack. The standard deviations on the

thicknesses of the plates are more than an order of magnitude smaller than

the channel spacings and it may therefore be safely assumed that the plates

are homogeneous and identical.

From Tab. I it is seen that the standard deviation actually decreases

as the nominal plate spacing decreases. However, the difference is within

a factor of two for a change in nominal spacing of more than a factor of
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Table I: Summary of the nominal plate spacing, the actually measured mean plate spacing
(𝜇), the absolute standard deviation (𝜎), the relative standard deviation and the maximum
and minimum channel spacings. Measurements are given for both face 1 and face 2 of the
stack.
Nom. sep. [mm] 𝜇 [mm] 𝜎 [mm] Min.sep.[mm] Max.sep.[mm]

0.7 (1) 0.743 0.046 0.631 0.815
0.7 (2) 0.755 0.043 0.694 0.852
0.4 (1) 0.407 0.053 0.310 0.496
0.4 (2) 0.415 0.036 0.353 0.484
0.2 (1) 0.211 0.026 0.161 0.263
0.2 (2) 0.214 0.027 0.186 0.263
0.1 (1) 0.116 0.027 0.044 0.159
0.1 (2) 0.112 0.028 0.053 0.191

seven. The relative standard deviation, therefore, shows a clear increase as

the nominal plate spacing decreases. The stack with a nominal spacing of 0.1

mm has a standard deviation of the plate spacings of 24 % whereas the stack

with a nominal spacing of 0.7 mm has a standard deviation of approximately

6 %.

2.2. Periodic flow test machine setup

A modular device built originally for use as an active magnetic regenera-

tor test machine [27] is used to test the stacks as passive thermal regenerators;

see Fig. 2 for details. A reciprocating piston provides oscillating flow through

the regenerator between the hot and cold thermal reservoirs while a heater

maintains a temperature difference between the reservoirs. The device and

passive regenerator experiments are described in more detail in Ref. [26]. It

has been modified slightly for the experiments presented here. The heater

location has been moved from the face of the piston to a fixed location near

the regenerator inlet. A mesh screen was also added to the ends of the regen-

erators in order to achieve a better flow distribution in the regenerators and
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Figure 2: Schematic of the test machine used for the passive regenerator experiments. The
details about the device are published in Refs. [27, 26].

more even fluid inlet temperature. When operated as a passive regenerator

the end with the piston (and heater) is thus the hot end, whereas the end

with the constant-temperature heat exchanger is the cold end. The tempera-

ture is measured by type E thermocouples at both ends. A heater power and

oscillating fluid flow are applied to each regenerator and the resulting cyclic

steady-state temperature span is measured. Higher temperature spans cor-

respond to higher regenerator effectiveness and thus to better heat transfer

performance in the regenerator [28].

3. Numerical analysis

One major goal of this paper is to demonstrate the effect on bulk heat

transfer in a microchannel heat exchanger or regenerator caused only by non-

uniform channel spacing by numerical modeling. The work here is based on

a CFD model of a stack of plates with varying channels reported in Ref. [23].

In the model the following assumptions are made:
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∙ the fluid is aqueous with properties assumed temperature-independent

∙ the fluid flow is single phase, incompressible, laminar and fully devel-

oped

∙ the fluid at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger has a constant

pressure and a well-distributed flow

∙ the heat exchanger inlet and outlet are adiabatic

∙ the fluid and solid do not interact thermally with the ambient or the

heat exchanger housing

∙ viscous dissipation of pump power inside the heat exchanger is negligi-

ble

∙ each solid plate is flat with uniform thickness and no roughness

∙ each fluid channel is uniform in the flow direction but the height of

each flow channel can vary

∙ perfect fluid mixing at the heat exchanger outlet

According to Ref. [29] it is valid to treat fluid in channels with the

heights considered here as a continuum. Applying finite element analysis

of fluid and heat transfer phenomena to microchannel heat exchangers has

previously been shown to produce accurate results [30]. Viscous dissipation

effects become more significant as channel spacing is reduced and the fluid

flow rate is increased. For the cases considered, the maximum pumping loss

represents 0.5 % of the energy transferred during the simulated blow process

and is therefore assumed to have minimal effects on the predicted results.
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Figure 3: The coordinate system of the numerical model. The different channel thicknesses
are indicated in the figure to have varying thickness. It is important to stress that along
the 𝑥-direction, the channel heights do not change.

A method to determine when conjugate heat transfer cannot be neglected

is to calculate the Maranzana number [31]

Ma =
𝑘s𝐴s

𝑘f𝐴fRePr
, (1)

where Re is the Reynolds number, Pr is the Prandtl number, 𝑘 is the thermal

conductivity, 𝐴 is surface area and the subscripts s and f refer to solid and

fluid, respectively. For conditions in this study, Ma is generally of the order

of 5. Values of less than 0.01 correspond to situations where conjugate heat

transfer can be ignored, thus conduction along the aluminum plates cannot

be ignored and heat transfer is modeled in both the 𝑥- and 𝑦-direction (see
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Fig. 3)

3.1. Numerical model

The numerical model is comprised of a number of identical plates sepa-

rated by fluid channels with varying spacing and has been implemented in

the commercial software package Comsol [32]. The fluid and solid in the

heat exchanger are initialized with a uniform low temperature and the bed is

subjected to a step increase in fluid temperature and fluid flow at the begin-

ning of the simulation. This numerical heat transfer model, presented and

validated in Ref. [23], is used to predict the performance of each microchan-

nel stack, with channel thicknesses corresponding to the laser measurements

presented above, and to compare the performance to that of ideal stacks of

uniform fluid channels. Each cross section measured with the laser scanner

is assumed to represent an independent heat exchanger that maintains the

specific cross section along the entire length of the stack, i.e. the individual

channels have constant thickness throughout the stack. In this way, a to-

tal of eight heat exchangers are investigated, as each set of nominal channel

thickness, stacks denoted by “face 1” and “face 2”, respectively, are individu-

ally analyzed. It is expected that each pair will perform somewhat similarly,

however, as the data presented in Appendix A indicate, the “face 1” and

“face 2” of the stacks are not completely identical.

Since laser measurements could not be obtained for each flow channel, the

number of channels used in the numerical model is different than the number

in the experimental stack. Here, the number of channels in the numerical

model is the same as the number of channels that could be measured with

the laser technique, which is 17 channels for the 0.7 mm spacing, 14 channels
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for the 0.4 mm spacing, 15 channels for the 0.2 mm spacing, and 17 channels

for the 0.1 mm spacing stacks, respectively.

The model solves the coupled 2-dimensional transient heat transfer equa-

tions of both the solid and heat transfer fluid with the resolved dimensions

being the direction of the flow (denoted 𝑥) and the direction of the stacking of

the plates (denoted 𝑦; see Fig. 3). Therefore, the microchannels are treated

as infinitely wide parallel plates (the 𝑧-direction in Fig. 1 is not modeled).

The governing heat transfer equations in the fluid and solid are

𝜌f𝑐f

(
∂𝑇f

∂𝑡
+ u ⋅ ∇𝑇f

)
= 𝑘f∇2𝑇f (2)

𝜌s𝑐s
∂𝑇s

∂𝑡
= 𝑘s∇2𝑇s. (3)

Here, 𝑇 is temperature and 𝑡 is time. The mass density, specific heat and

thermal conductivity, denoted 𝜌, 𝑐 and 𝑘, respectively, are assumed constant

at all times and temperatures.

The heat transfer equations, (2–3), are coupled at the boundary interfaces

between the solid and the fluid domains through the boundary condition

𝑘s
∂𝑇s

∂𝑦
= 𝑘f

∂𝑇f

∂𝑦
, (4)

valid on the internal boundaries only. In this way the non-slip boundary

condition is implicitly assumed and, furthermore, no temperature jumps are

assumed at the boundaries between solid and fluid.

3.2. Fluid flow velocity

The fluid flow, represented by the velocity field, u, is assumed to be

laminar, incompressible and fully developed. The velocity field thus reduces
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to

u = (𝑢𝑥(𝑦), 0, 0), (5)

The velocity profile in the 𝑖th channel, 𝑢𝑥,𝑖(𝑦), is then found analytically,

𝑢𝑥,𝑖(𝑦) =
3

2
�̃�𝑖

(
1− 4

(𝑦 −𝐻f,𝑖/2)
2

𝐻2
f,𝑖

)
, (6)

where 𝐻f,𝑖 is the height of the 𝑖th fluid channel and 𝑦𝑖 is the 𝑖th coordinate

in the 𝑦-direction being zero at the boundary between the fluid channel and

the lower plate and equal to 𝐻f,𝑖 at the corresponding boundary between the

upper plate and the fluid channel. The mean fluid velocity in the 𝑖th channel

is denoted �̃�𝑖.

The pressure drop in the 𝑖th channel may be found analytically [33]:

Δ𝑝𝑖 =
96

Re𝑖

𝜌f𝐿�̃�
2
𝑖

2𝑑ℎ,𝑖

= 12
𝐿𝜇f �̃�𝑖

𝐻2
f,𝑖

(7)

where Re𝑖 =
𝜌f𝑑ℎ,𝑖�̃�𝑖

𝜇f
is the Reynolds number (𝑑ℎ,𝑖 = 2𝐻f,𝑖 is the hydraulic

diameter of the 𝑖th channel and 𝜇f is the viscosity of the fluid) and 𝐿 is the

length of the channel.

The total volumetric flow rate per unit width of the stack is

�̇� ′ =
𝑁∑
𝑖

�̇� ′
𝑖 =

𝑁∑
𝑖

�̃�𝑖𝐻f,𝑖, (8)

where 𝑁 is the number of channels. Combining Eqs. 7 and 8 and assuming
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that the pressure drop across each individual channel is the same results in

�̃�𝑖 = �̇� ′ 𝐻2
f,𝑖∑𝑁

𝑖=1 𝐻
3
f,𝑖

. (9)

The transient equations governing heat transfer in the microchannels (Eq.

2 - 4) are solved over a finite element grid using the commercial software

package Comsol. Details about the mesh parameters and solver package used

for the numerical analysis are given in Table. II. The hot fluid is allowed to

flow through the heat exchanger until the temperature at the heat exchanger

outlet is within 0.005 K of the inlet temperature. The blow time depends on

fluid flow rate and channel spacing.

3.3. Evaluating the performance of the parallel plate heat exchangers

Single blow testing has previously been used to experimentally measure

the heat transfer in heat exchangers with complex geometries, such as packed

particles, where direct measurement of the heat transfer coefficient is difficult.

The single blow method described in, e.g., [34] measures the thermal response

of a heat exchanger subjected to a step change in inlet temperature. If the

inlet condition is well known, the outlet temperature profile measured as a

function of time can be used to determine the average heat transfer in the

heat exchanger. Some of the advantages of treating the entire plate stack

using a single blow method are that it characterizes the heat transfer in the

entire heat exchanger, rather than each flow channel individually, and that

it allows for the interaction between channels of different heights to influence

overall heat transfer performance.

The thermal response of a heat exchanger made of a distribution of non-

uniform channels subjected to a step change of fluid flow and temperature at
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Table II: Parameters used to run the single blow heat exchanger model.

Parameter Value
Number of fluid channels 14-17

Plate length 40 mm
Plate thickness 0.4 mm

Plate specific heat 903 J/kgK
Plate thermal conductivity 235 W/mK

Plate density 2704 kg/m3

Fluid specific heat 4200 kg/m3

Fluid thermal conductivity 0.6 W/mK

Fluid density 1000 kg/m3

Mass of aluminum plates 0.0195 kg
Number of elements in flow direction 128

Number of vertical elements in each channel 8
Number of vertical elements in each plate 1

Maximum time step 0.005
Solver package UMFPack

Solver absolute tolerance 0.001
Solver relative tolerance 0.0001

the inlet is modeled. The bulk average outlet temperature is calculated and

used to characterize the average heat transfer in the heat exchanger using

the same standard techniques applied in single blow experiments.

Characterizing the performance of a specific parallel plate stack exposed

to certain conditions may be done in several ways. Fundamentally, as the

flow propagates through the heat exchanger the temperature of the fluid at

the output, 𝑇o,f , changes from the initial temperature, 𝑇i, until it eventually

reaches the fluid inlet temperature, 𝑇i,f . 𝑇o,f(𝑡) is defined as the average

temperature at time 𝑡 at the outlet of the flow channel. The total volumetric
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average value, assuming a constant specific heat, is equal to

𝑇o,f(𝑡) =

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑇o,f,𝑖(𝑡)�̃�𝑖𝐻f,𝑖∑𝑁

𝑖=1 �̃�𝑖𝐻f,𝑖

, (10)

where 𝑇o,f,𝑖(𝑡) is the average outlet temperature of the 𝑖th channel at time 𝑡.

This temperature response curve is key to understanding the heat trans-

fer performance; however, it is not a direct measurement of the heat transfer

performance in the heat exchanger. In Ref. [34] a set of experimental tech-

niques to evaluate the regenerator performance using this curve is discussed.

The methods are focused on various properties of the temperature response

curve and each has its own justification, depending on the experimental con-

ditions. For this work, it was decided to consider two of the methods. These

are denoted the M and S methods, respectively. The former is focused on the

steepest gradient of the temperature response curve and the latter considers

the difference in time between the breakthrough of 20 and 80 % of the tem-

perature curve, respectively. Figure 4 gives a graphical explanation of the S

and M values for a certain temperature breakthrough curve.

The “M method” may mathematically be written as [34]

M = 𝐾max

(
d𝑇o,f

d𝑡

)
. (11)

Here 𝐾 is a function of the volumetric flow rate and the thermal properties.

The “S-method” may be written as

S = 𝐶 (𝜏80 − 𝜏20) , (12)

where 𝐶 is again a function of the volumetric flow rate and the thermal prop-

erties of the solid and fluid. 𝜏20 and 𝜏80 mark the 20 and 80% breakthrough
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Figure 4: Left: the S and M methods explained in terms of a temperature break through
curve. The S-method is based on the time difference between the breakthroughs at 20 and
80 %, respectively. The M-method is based on the largest gradient of the breakthrough
curve. Right: example of the M and S values as a function of Nusselt number reduction
factor. Both figures are from the single-channel model with a a volumetric flow rate of
9 mm2s−1 and a channel thickness of 0.2 mm.

times of the outlet curve, 𝑇o,f(𝑡) (see Fig. 4(b)).

To determine the average heat transfer in the heat exchanger, the val-

ues of M and S must be matched to the corresponding values of an output

curve for a heat exchanger with known heat transfer characteristics. The

known geometry chosen in this work is a single uniform channel with a half

plate at either side made from the same materials as the multiple plate heat

exchanger. A single microchannel has been shown experimentally to agree

with its theoretical performance [11] and experiences nominally the same con-

jugate heat transfer as a microchannel stack with varying channel heights,

making it a good benchmark condition for fitting M and S values.

Fitting the output curves of the full non-uniform stack presents a chal-

lenge. Conjugate heat transfer can become significant due to the high con-

ductivity of the solid and the shape of the outlet fluid curve for both the
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single and multiple channel models can be sensitive to a range of modeling

parameters. Four modeling scenarios in which the heat transfer between solid

and fluid can be varied were considered for fitting M and S values:

∙ a 1D regenerator model with a user-specified heat transfer coefficient

∙ a 2D model of a single channel with varying plate spacing

∙ a 2D model of a single channel with varying fluid thermal conductivity

∙ a 2D model of a single channel with a varying thermal resistance be-

tween the solid and fluid boundaries.

The 1D model (published in Ref. [35]) did not provide adequate results

because the axial conduction in the 1D and 2D models seemed to affect the

model results in different ways. The 1D model ignores temperature gradients

normal to the fluid flow direction in the solid and fluid as well as the velocity

profile in the fluid, which likely caused small discrepancies between the two

models under certain operating conditions.

Using a 2D model and altering the plate spacing to vary the heat trans-

fer has the disadvantage that changing the plate spacing also changes the

porosity of the stack and thus the average fluid velocity in the channel, thus

changing several transport properties in the heat exchanger.

Using a 2D model and varying the fluid thermal conductivity effectively

varies the heat transfer in the regenerator, but it also changes the rate in

which heat is transferred from the fluid at the wall into the bulk fluid stream.

This also artificially changes thermal transport in the fluid, making it non-

ideal for a fitting model.
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Adding a thermal resistance between the fluid and solid domains in a 2D

model allows the effective heat transfer between the solid and fluid to vary

while preserving the same regenerator geometry and heat transfer in both

domains. Therefore, all curve fitting was done using the thermal resistance

method.

3.4. Convective heat transfer coefficient

The convective heat transfer coefficient may be found from the Nusselt

number relation.

ℎ =
Nu𝑘f
𝑑ℎ

, (13)

The mean Nusselt number for a parallel plate duct at constant wall tem-

perature varies along the flow direction [36]; however, for the operating con-

ditions considered here the average Nusselt number varies less than 1 % over

the range of flow rates and channel thicknesses. In order to illuminate the im-

pact of flow maldistribution on the heat transfer performance of the parallel

plate heat exchanger ℎ is calculated based on the constant Nusselt number,

7.54 [36, 37].

The single channel model is, of course, run at the average channel height

of the multiple channel model. The thermal resistance acts as a reduction

in the heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and solid. This may be

formulated mathematically as a Nusselt number scaling factor

Nuscl =
1/ℎ

1/ℎ+ 𝑑/𝑘
, (14)

where 𝑑 is the thickness of the virtual thermal resistance layer and 𝑘 is the

conductivity. Figure 5 gives an examples of the influence that the thermal
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resistance layer has on the breakthrough curve.

M and S can then be found as a function of the Nusselt number scaling

factor in the heat exchanger by varying the thermal resistance in the single

channel model and deriving them from the temperature breakthrough curves.

An example of this is given in Fig. 4. The single channel model (with two

half plates - one on either side) is equivalent to a homogeneous stack of any

number of plates.

In this way, the average heat transfer in a stack of varying microchannels

can be summarized as having the same heat transfer performance as a ho-

mogeneous stack having a reduced effective heat transfer coefficient yielding

the same value of M or S. In order to compare M and S values for the sin-

gle channel and multiple channel heat exchangers, the average fluid flow per

channel must be equal. Note that larger channels in the multiple channel

heat exchangers will have a larger fluid flow rate than the smaller channels

(since they experience the same pressure drop). The average channel fluid

flow, however, must be the same as the single channel heat exchanger in the

multiple channel heat exchanger .

The curves for M(�̇� ′
0 ,Nuscl, 𝐻f) and S(�̇� ′

0 ,Nuscl, 𝐻f) may thus be found

at a given volumetric flow rate, �̇� ′
0 , and nominal plate spacing, 𝐻f . In order

to quantify the performance of an inhomogeneous regenerator, the values

of Mreg and Sreg are extracted from the breakthrough temperature curve of

that particular regenerator (and at �̇� ′
0). The Nusselt number scaling factor is

then found through interpolation in the M(�̇� ′
0 ,Nuscl, 𝐻f) and S(�̇� ′

0 ,Nuscl, 𝐻f)

single channel data, respectively. The effective heat transfer coefficient may
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Figure 5: The influence of thermal resistance on the temperature breakthrough curves.
An Nuscl = 1.0 corresponds to no thermal resistance between the solid and fluid.

then be found as

ℎeff = Nuscl
7.54𝑘f
𝑑ℎ

(15)

The Nusselt number scaling factor determined from the M and S values,

respectively, were found to agree.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Experimental results

The aluminum regenerator experiments were designed to compare model

predictions with experimental results. For a passive regenerator with con-

stant material properties, the regenerator effectiveness is a function of uti-

lization and 𝑁𝑇𝑈 [28]. When the fluid flow rate and the mass of the solid

heat exchanger material are held constant, the only factor that affects re-

generator effectiveness is the heat transfer coefficient between the solid and

the fluid, which is directly proportional to the 𝑁𝑇𝑈 . Therefore, a higher

effective heat transfer coefficient will result in a more effective regenerator.
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The four aluminum stacks discussed in detail above were tested in the

active magnetic regenerator test device described in Sec. 2.2 as passive re-

generators. For each stack two flow rates and four different values of the

thermal utilization were tested. The thermal utilization is defined as

𝜑 =
�̇�𝑐f

2𝑓𝑐s𝑚s

, (16)

where �̇� is the fluid mass flow rate, 𝑓 is operating frequency and 𝑚s denotes

the mass of solid material.

Figure 6 gives the results in the form of steady-state temperature spans as

a function of the nominal channel thickness at a fixed heater power of 2.1 W.

If each regenerator were fabricated with uniform plate spacing, it would be

expected that the regenerator temperature span should increase as the plate

spacing decreases. However, for the non-uniform regenerators tested here,

the stack nominally spaced with 0.2 mm has the best performance, indicating

the largest effective heat transfer coefficient in this regenerator in all cases.

The performances of the 0.1 mm and 0.4 mm stacks are quite similar with

a tendency that the 0.4 mm stack performs slightly better than the 0.1 mm.

The 0.7 mm stack has overall the poorest performance. The experimental

performance suggests a severe reduction in the heat transfer coefficient from

the expected values as the nominal channel thickness decreases from 0.2 to

0.1 mm.

4.2. Analysis of the aluminum regenerators

The aluminum regenerators are analyzed using measured plate spacing

in order to compare the predicted performance to the measured performance

in the passive regenerator test. In the experiment, commercial grade alu-
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Figure 6: Steady-state temperature spans at a fixed heater power (2.1 W) as a function
of mean channel thickness, thermal utilization and flow rate (a): 1.6 mm2s−1, (b): 6.4
mm2s−1. The ambient temperature and thus the cold end was set to 288 K.

Table III: Material properties used for simulation of the passive regenerator experiments.

Parameter Value
Plate specific heat 902 J/kgK

Plate thermal conductivity 218 W/mK

Plate density 2700 kg/m3

Fluid specific heat 3811 J/kgK
Fluid thermal conductivity 0.486 W/mK

Fluid density 1031 kg/m3

minum and a mixture of 25% ethylene glycol and 75% water were used. The

properties are given in Tab. III.

In Fig. 7 the effective heat transfer coefficient is plotted as a function of

the mean (or nominal) channel thickness for face 2 (Fig. 7(a)) and face 1 (Fig.

7(b)) stacks at different flow rates. The effective heat transfer coefficient

is seen to deviate drastically from the ideal case as the nominal channel

thickness decreases (and thus the relative standard deviation increases). It
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Figure 7: The predicted convective heat transfer coefficient as a function of nominal, i.e.
mean, channel thickness for the face 2 stacks (a) and the face 1 stacks (b) at different
flow rates. The heat transfer coefficient for a uniform (“ideal”) plate stack is plotted for
comparison. The flow rates are indicated in the figure legends.

is also apparent from the figure that the flow rate has a significant influence

on the effective heat transfer coefficient. At the lowest flow rate almost no

deviation from the ideal case is observed whereas at the larger flow rate the

deviation becomes as much as a factor of four at the smallest nominal channel

thickness.

At the higher experimental flow rate, the model is in very good agree-

ment with experiment, which both predict that the 0.2 mm regenerator has

the highest performance, the 0.1 mm and 0.4 mm stacks having similar per-

formance, and the 0.7 mm stack having the lowest performance. The lower

flow rate results do not agree as well with experiment. The model predicts

that the 0.1 mm stack will have the highest performance, while the 0.2 mm

stack exhibits the best performance experimentally. It was found that the

solid thermal conductivity has an influence on heat transfer degradation, and
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the discrepancy between model and experiment may be partially caused by

the commercial aluminum conductivity being lower than the value used in

the model. However, assessing the sensitivity of model predictions to solid

thermal conductivity is outside the scope of this paper.

4.3. Plate stacks with constant standard deviation

The analysis of the experimental regenerators is expanded to quantify the

effect of reducing the plate spacing on heat transfer performance. 14 random

numbers were chosen from a standard distribution with a mean of 0 and a

standard deviation of 35. The numbers, shown in Tab. IV, are used to create

a distribution of channel thicknesses. For each stack, the standard deviation

is held constant at 35 𝜇m while the average thickness is varied. By keeping

the deviations in channel thickness constant the effect of decreasing nominal

plate spacing while using the same fabrication technique is simulated. In

this section, pure aluminum properties and pure water properties as found

in Tab. IV are used in the simulations.

Heat exchanger stacks comprised of 14 channels with nominal plate spac-

ings from 0.075 mm to 0.8 mm with spacing distributions that are calculated

using the deviation values from Tab. IV were simulated in the Comsol model

for several fluid flow rates. The output curves were used to calculate the ef-

fective heat transfer coefficient in the regenerator by Eq. 15 and the results

are shown in Fig. 8(a).

When considering the absolute heat transfer coefficient for the flow rates

(Fig. 8(a)) it is observed that for the larger flow rate a certain value of the

nominal channel thickness / relative standard deviation exists where the heat

transfer coefficient has a maximum. At lower channel thicknesses the effective
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Table IV: The 14 normally distributed channels with a mean value of 0 mm and a standard
deviation of 0.035 mm.

Channel no. Deviation from nominal [𝜇m]
1 6
2 -25
3 -3
4 10
5 -27
6 -9
7 11
8 -55
9 31
10 73
11 29
12 -9
13 13
14 -31

heat transfer coefficient actually decreases. This is because as the nominal

plate spacing decreases, the relative non-uniformity increases. At some value

of plate spacing the heat transfer losses caused by non-uniformity effects

become larger than the increase in heat transfer performance due to smaller

nominal plate spacing. Figure 8(a) also shows that when the flow rate is low,

the heat transfer performance is less affected by non-uniform plate spacing.

This may be because the heat exchanger is dominated by conduction losses,

which outweigh convection losses due to non-uniformity.

The ratio between pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient is commonly

used as a measure of the quality of a particular heat exchanger geometry at

a certain set of operating conditions. In Fig. 8(b) the pressure drop is seen

to be reduced with a significantly smaller factor in the inhomogeneous stack
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Figure 8: The effective heat transfer coefficient (a) and the relative pressure drop (b) both
as a function of the nominal channel thickness compared to a uniform (ideal) stack. The
relative standard deviation varies while the standard deviation is kept constant at 0.035
mm. The relative pressure drop is calculated as the ratio between the pressure drop of
the inhomogeneous stack and that of the equivalent homogeneous stack with a channel
spacing equal to the mean spacing of the inhomogeneous stack.

than the heat transfer coefficient is. Although the ratio of the pressure drop

in the non-uniform stack to that in the uniformly spaced stack does decrease

as the nominal channel thickness decreases (due to the fact that individual

channels in the distribution become relatively large) the decrease is clearly

smaller than those of the effective heat transfer coefficient, particularly at

the larger flow rates. It may thus be concluded that not only does the heat

transfer become significantly degraded as the channel thickness decreases,

but the pressure drop still remains relatively large. Thus with increasing

relative non-uniformity, both a severe reduction in heat transfer coefficient is

observed at the same time as the quality parameter (heat transfer / pressure

drop fraction) is significantly decreased.
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Figure 9: Examples of the breakthrough curves of the individual channels in the 0.1 mm
(face 2) stack unsorted (a) and sorted (b). Overplotted are the resulting breakthrough
curves for each stack (as calculated using Eq. 10) and the single channel breakthrough
curve found by applying the mean (nominal) spacings of the respective stacks.

4.4. Influence of thermal cross-talk

The flow maldistribution in an inhomogeneous parallel plate stack causes

what may be denoted thermal cross talk. The thermal waves of each indi-

vidual channel will propagate at different speeds due to the different fluid

velocities. Heat transfer will therefore be present orthogonal to the direc-

tion of the flow through the solid. The significance of this effect is of course

dependent on the actual materials properties as well as the degree of flow

maldistribution.

The 0.1 mm (face 2) and 0.7 mm (face 2) stacks are modeled in two ways.

In the first they are run with the channel heights arranged in the same order

as the actual plate stack at a flow rate of 15 mm2s−1 whereas in the other

way their individual channels are sorted after size. In this way the cross talk

will differ between the two setups, keeping everything else the same. The

high flow rate is chosen to reduce the relative effect of conduction.
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Table V: M and S values for the 0.1 mm (face 2) and 0.7 mm (face 2) stacks both for the
original stacks and when they are sorted. Furthermore, the single channel corresponding
values are provided.

0.1 (2), sorted 0.1 (2) 0.1 single 0.7 (2), sorted 0.7 (2) 0.7 single
S [s] 0.86 0.69 0.45 1.37 1.36 1.30

M [K/s] 8.4 10.35 15.75 5.83 5.88 6.26

Considering Fig. 9 the difference between the two different approaches

for the 0.1 mm (face 2) stack are clearly observed. The resulting outlet

temperature curve is plotted as are each of the individual channel outputs.

Furthermore, the nominal (single channel) output curve is overlayed for com-

parison. The average output curve of the sorted stack (Fig. 9(b)) does breaks

through sooner than that of the unsorted stack (Fig. 9(a)). However, it is

clearly seen that both the steepest part of the curve and the time interval

between the 20 % and 80 % breakthroughs indicate a poorer performance

than that of the unsorted stack. In Table V the M and S values are given.

In the case of the sorted stack the individual channels behave more closely

to being individually isolated channels than in the case of the unsorted stack.

In this way the majority of the channels have breakthroughs that are signif-

icantly slower in the case of the sorted stack compared to the case of the

unsorted stack. This means that the resulting average breakthrough curve is

extended. In terms of the thermal cross talk this means that the unsorted, or

random, stack overall experiences more cross talk than the sorted stack does.

In that way the stack that is non-ideal may be helped somewhat in terms of

the cross talk that seems to smooth out the effect of the flow maldistribution.

In Fig. 10 the breakthrough curves for the 0.7 mm (face 2) stack in both
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Figure 10: Breakthrough curves of the 0.755 mm (face 2) of the individual flow channels
unsorted (a) and sorted (b). As in Fig. 9, the resulting breakthrough curves of the overall
stacks and the single channel breakthrough curves are plotted.

the unsorted and sorted modes are plotted in the same manner as Fig. 9

where the 0.1 mm (face 2) stack was considered. The trend is the same

as for the nominally smaller channel thickness stack, however, the effect of

sorting the channels is significantly smaller (see Tab. V). This is simply due

to the fact that the thermal waves moving perpendicular to the direction

of the flow are exposed to a much larger thermal resistance since the flow

channels are roughly seven times larger than in the former case.

A direct comparison of the influence of the thermal cross talk may be

done by considering Fig. 11. Here, the breakthrough curves of the two

extreme channels from the 0.1 mm (face 2) stack are plotted for the two

modes (unsorted and sorted). In the same figure the corresponding nominal

breakthrough curves are plotted. It is clearly observed that the thermal

cross talk is more pronounced in the unsorted stack. The effect is that the

individual extreme breakthrough curves are brought closer together and thus
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Figure 11: The breakthrough curves of the two extreme channels from the 0.1 mm (face
2) stack plotted for both the unsorted and sorted modes. The nominal curves indicate
the corresponding single channel heat exchangers with the same fluid velocity as present
in the respective channels in the stacks. The thicknesses of the two channels are 0.05 and
0.19 mm, respectively.

further from their respective nominal curves.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a numerical method to quantify the heat transfer

degradation associated with non-uniform flow channel thickness in a two-

dimensional stack of flat plates using a single blow technique to characterize

bulk heat transfer in the heat exchanger. The resulting heat transfer degra-

dation can then be used in a simpler 1D or single-channel 2D model to

model more complex systems using microchannel heat exchangers. Simu-

lations showed that large decreases in heat transfer performance can occur

when flow channels are not uniformly spaced, which may explain the lower-

than-expected performance of microchannel heat exchangers reported in the

literature. These effects are unrelated to many previous explanations of re-

duced microchannel performance, such as break-down of the continuum fluid
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assumption and temperature dependent properties in the fluid. The CFD

model presented was qualitatively validated on flat plate heat exchangers

tested as passive regenerators. The model predicted that as the channel

spacing was decreased using a given fabrication technique, the gap between

the ideal and actual heat transfer performance increases with decreasing plate

spacing, which was observed experimentally in a cyclic steady-state test ap-

paratus.

This paper also studied the effects of thermal cross talk between fluid

channels. The cross talk was shown to improve performance of a microchan-

nel heat exchanger compared to a series of fluid channels that are thermally

isolated from each other. The range of channel thickness affects microchannel

performance, but the arrangement of the various channel thicknesses can also

be important. Results in this paper are presented only for heat exchangers

consisting of aluminum and a water-based heat transfer fluid. Results for

materials with different properties may vary by a large degree and should be

considered individually.
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Appendix A. Resulting laser measurements of the regenerator stacks
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Figure A.12: The laser-measured cross sections of each of the eight regenerators considered.
The mean plate spacings and the labels (face 1 and face 2, respectively) are indicated in
the sub-figure captions. White indicates solid plates and black is the void space between
the plates.
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